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Figure 1: Interactive textual enhancement for e-readers: Grammar and Vocabulary Augmentation

ABSTRACT
Books can be a valuable resource for language learners, providing entertainment and showcasing authentic language usage. To further support learners, e-book platforms already include interactive vocabulary aids. Similarly, research has started to investigate the feasibility and usability of grammar aids. However, grammar aids can hinder reading flow. In this paper, we design an interactive e-reading interface with different levels of grammar support. We perform a within-subject user study (n = 24) where we assess the relationship between the reading flow, usability, and usefulness with these designs in a fiction reading scenario. Our findings show that more detailed designs are considered more useful, but also more disruptive and less usable than simpler designs. Hence, grammar support interfaces need to balance the focus on learning and the reading experience.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Interactive learning environments;
• Human-centered computing → E-book readers; Interactive systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reading foreign-language books gives learners a perfect opportunity to combine entertainment and learning. Reading comprehension is one of the core capabilities in a language [29] and unsurprisingly, it develops with increased exposure to texts [30]. To some extent, new words and grammatical structures can be grasped intuitively while reading [10, 19]. For fully understanding what a word means, or when one tense or another is used exactly, external help can be beneficial. E-readers can be a particularly useful tool here thanks to integrated dictionaries and the possibility to implement grammar augmentations. However, this support should not compromise enjoyment and reading flow. In other words, it is necessary to develop reading support systems that enable readers to balance information load and interruptions.
For vocabulary, it has already been shown that integrated dictionaries or glosses can be briefly glanced at [24, 46], minimising the time away from the text in comparison to external dictionaries. For grammar learning, research so far has focused on functionality and usability rather than the effect on the reading process. For example, Meurers et al. [27] and Zilio and Faron [47] implemented dynamic interfaces that process the text to identify and augment grammatical structures. Draxler et al. [11] investigated the user experience achieved with different augmentation types and positions, and their perceived applicability to different types of texts. With this paper, we extend the work on interactive grammar visualisations for language learning. Specifically, we address the impact of interactive grammar visualisations on reading flow and the relationship with perceived usefulness and usability.

We developed a prototypical e-reader interface with three different grammar visualisations for English past tenses at varying levels of explicitness (see Figure 1). Each design features a translation mode, which represents the current state of e-readers. Level 0 (Translation Only) includes no grammar support. Level 1 (Highlights) highlights tense-related words. Level 2 (Highlights & Pop-ups) includes highlights and shows a small pop-up window when readers tap on a word, and Level 3 (Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays) additionally provides large overlay screens that explains the grammar in more detail. The interface was based on the preferred designs proposed by Draxler et al. [11]. Using the prototypes, we conducted a within-subject study (n = 24) where participants read 12 pages of an Hercule Poirot detective story. We measured reading flow, perceived usefulness, and usability of the four designs from Levels 0 to 4. Additionally, we recorded user interaction. We hypothesised that more explicit grammar augmentations would be considered more useful, but also more harmful to the reading flow than less explicit grammar augmentations or Translation Only. We expected the best usability for an average level of support, i.e. for Highlights & Pop-ups.

The time spent reading a text gradually increased with the levels of explicitness. We also identified a tendency for lower levels of reading flow with more complex interfaces, but this only proved significant for one combination on one of the subscales. Conversely, analyses provided evidence in favour of there being no difference. Usefulness was indeed highest for designs that presented explicit information (Highlights & Pop-ups and Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays). Finally, usability was rated best for Translation Only and the medium-support design Highlights & Pop-ups.

Overall, we extend prior concepts for grammar support with an interactive e-reader interface that realises support at different levels of explicitness. We investigate how the grammar augmentations influence reading flow and how this correlates with perceived usefulness and usability. Our findings inform the design of grammar augmentations for language learners that serve as learning scaffolds while preserving the enjoyment of reading. Specifically, we recommend a level of detail as implemented in Highlights & Pop-ups, with case-specific information but no disruptive elements like a full-screen dialogue. Moreover, readers should be able to activate and deactivate the augmentations to match them to their language level and current reading context.

2 RELATED WORK

Reading has long been an essential activity for language learning that makes learning engaging and entertaining, and digital technology further extends the range of possible learning support. This section summarises past research on reading for language learning, learning support strategies and interfaces, and reading flow.

2.1 Language Learning while Reading

Reading in a foreign language positively influences vocabulary acquisition, spelling skills, and grammar learning [20, 30], which makes reading an essential part of language learning. Both intensive and extensive reading are beneficial [5]. During intensive reading, readers pay close attention to constructs, words, and ideas, typically in short texts [36, p. 212], and learn to assess the structure of a text [5]. Extensive reading, on the other hand, focuses on general understanding achieved through faster reading. It is important for improved text comprehension, acquiring vocabulary, and establishing reading habits [1, 14, 18]. Especially in intensive reading, glossing and textual enhancement are common practice. Glossing refers to looking up words in a dictionary or margin notes while reading and is, thus, a tool for vocabulary acquisition and comprehension [22]. Textual enhancement puts the focus on specific (grammatical) constructs in the writing, for example, by underlining text or printing it in bold [37]. There is also some evidence that textual enhancement can improve grammar skills, although the research is not fully conclusive [21].

2.2 Language Learning Support in E-Readers

With e-readers, it has also become possible to add interactive reading support for vocabulary and grammar, which are both essential prerequisites for text comprehension [7]. Vocabulary support can be provided through pop-up dictionaries that appear directly in or above the text [45]. Several research projects have also proposed systems that integrate natural language processing to provide relevant information on words or phrases on demand (e.g., [3, 43, 47]). Ho et al. [16] propose utilising eye gaze to selectively show phrase-based translations and Han et al. [15] show explanatory images instead of textual information. Systems such as DysWebxia [33] support readers with dyslexia by replacing difficult words with synonyms on demand. In the commercial domain, readers can tap words on e-readers such as the Kindle to show dictionary translations or explanations1. Similarly, macOS and iOS include a system-wide lookup feature that also includes dictionary entries2. Even reading first-language texts can become an opportunity for vocabulary learning when sentences or words are replaced with foreign-language equivalents [2, 42]. Grammar visualisations are less common, but existing systems offer additional explanations [11, 47] or present auto-generated exercises [34]. The Readle3 app displays grammar explanations for pre-selected German texts and Grammarly4 gives brief grammar explanations in context, although not a learning system per se. Following recent research, we design and apply an interactive system for vocabulary and grammar learning.

---

1https://www.fluentu.com/blog/kindle-foreign-language-dictionary
3https://readle-app.com
4https://grammarly.com
2.3 Reading Flow, Text Comprehension, and Disruptions

The experience of flow is an important factor contributing to reading enjoyment [41] and is also beneficial for learning [9, 12]. Csikszentmihalyi [8] defined flow as an *optimal experience*. In a state of flow, humans achieve high levels of focus and performance without perceiving strong physical or mental strain [28]. They are absorbed in their activity and often do not notice the time passing. Reading is a frequently mentioned activity in the context of flow and is connected to experiences such as feeling that one is part of the story [26]. Thissen et al. [41] propose the Reading Flow Short Scale (RFSS) for measuring reading flow. It consists of ten items that make up a global score and the two subscales (*Smooth* Processing and *Absorption*) in line with the Flow Short Scale by Rheinberg et al. [35]. Smooth processing encompasses items describing the feeling of effortless competence, whereas absorption refers to the feeling of being immersed in the task. Reading flow is closely related to the concept of narrative absorption, which more broadly considers immersion in narrative media such as virtual-reality experiences or games [31]. Leroy [23] identified usability as a predictor of the flow dimension *fluency of performance* in the context of gaming. However, individual factors decide whether or not someone experiences optimal flow during reading [18], and even the best reading interface will not change this. However, it does make sense to design reading interfaces in a way that they do not cause additional disruptions. For example, glosses that are positioned in close proximity to the text reduce lookup times in comparison to physical dictionaries [39, 40] and, thus, avoid disruptions [13]. Taylor [40] further recommends that users should be able to hide glosses in digital interfaces. Therefore, we also enable users to hide and show augmentations in our designs. Moreover, we apply the RFSS to critically assess the perceived reading flow.

3 DESIGN OF THE E-READER INTERFACE

To study reading flow with augmentations for language learning, we implemented a prototypical e-reader interface with translation and grammar support with four different levels of support. For the lowest support level, we only added a translation feature. Starting from the second level, we add grammar highlights, and the third and fourth levels additionally include pop-up windows and/or overlays with more information. The text augmentation was targeted at German speakers learning English. Specifically, we prepared grammar support for past tenses, which is an aspect of the language that German speakers typically struggle with [38]. We realised the interface as a click dummy with the prototyping software Figma⁵. This enabled us to monitor interaction with the visualisations and to seamlessly embed the interface in our study setup.

**Shared Design Elements.** The base design was modelled after typical e-reader interfaces. Page numbers are indicated at the bottom of the page and users can turn pages with a swipe motion. Each design has three reading modes: *default*, *translation mode*, and *grammar mode*. The modes are activated using the circular buttons at the top of the page (cf. Figure 3). The default shows the plain text only. Translation mode adds lilac highlights to selected words and expressions to indicate that a translation is available. Tapping on a highlighted word shows a translation tooltip (cf. Figure 2). Finally, grammar mode adds orange, yellow, and light blue highlights for verbs in the three target tenses and the corresponding marker words. Depending on the design, the highlights are clickable or not. Only one reading mode at a time can be active. The different design concepts were based on the preferred design elements identified in [11], i.e. using highlights and pop-ups but no footnotes or text between designs. Below, we describe the final designs.

- **Level 0: Translation Only.** This baseline design comprises the translation mode, but no grammar mode. Thus, it represents current state of the art of e-readers with integrated dictionaries, such as the Kindle.

- **Level 1: Highlights.** This the most basic design that includes grammar support. It adds highlights to verbs and marker words as shown in Figure 3a. Highlights were also a central element for hinting at grammar structures in [11, 47]. The bottom bar serves as a legend to the highlights. The intention of this design is *focus on form*. Hence, the elements are not interactive.

- **Level 2: Highlights & Pop-ups.** This design extends Design 1 with contextual pop-ups that appear when a highlighted verb or marker word is tapped on (cf. Figure 3b). The pop-up shows basic information on the respective tense, possible markers, and the conjugation of the verb. This design was added because the study in [11] had shown that users are particularly interested in case-specific information.

- **Level 3: Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays.** As the space in the contextual pop-ups is limited, Design 2 was further extended with big overlays that show comprehensive information on the tenses (cf. Figure 3c). The overlays are opened by tapping on the light bulb icons in the bottom bar. Again, this interaction method was modelled after the explanation overlays integrated in [11].

4 USER STUDY

In a within-subject study with 24 participants, we evaluated the influence of grammar visualisations on reading flow, perceived usability, and usefulness while reading foreign-language texts in an e-reader interface. Specifically, we compared the three grammar visualisations and the baseline visualisation that only included the vocabulary mode. We chose the vocabulary mode as a baseline because integrated dictionaries are, by now, a standard feature of e-readers. With our study, we address the following research questions:

**RQ1:** How do users interact with translation and grammar visualisations in an e-reading interface?

**RQ2:** Does adding grammar visualisations have an impact on reading flow?

---

⁵https://www.figma.com
RQ3: Does adding grammar visualisations have an impact on perceived usability and usefulness of the e-reading interface?

We expected that reading flow decreases with the amount of presented information but that the additional information increases usefulness. On the other hand, we predicted usability to be best for a medium level of support.

4.1 Procedure

After signing the consent forms, participants answered a short questionnaire on demographics, English grammar skills, and experience with e-reading, and language learning. All subsequent steps were conducted as a user test on the Maze® platform. The first step on Maze was an introduction to basic features of the e-reading interface such as turning pages. Following the introduction, the participants tested all four designs with four different texts of 3 pages each. After each text, they answered the questions of the System Usability Scale [4], the Reading Flow Short Scale [41], two custom text comprehension questions, and three grammar exercises. While they were reading, we logged the interaction with the prototypes, e.g. taps on words and toggling of the reading modes. The texts and designs were balanced with a Latin square design to avoid sequence effects and to ensure that each design was tested with each text. As the final step, the participants rated the usefulness of all designs, stated if they had focused mostly on the text, the vocabulary, or the grammar, and commented on possible improvements. Approximately half the participants completed the study online and the other half on site, in a comfortably prepared reading area. The overall process was identical in both cases, as all steps were described in the survey and Maze project, so that no further instructions or guidance were necessary.

4.2 Participants

We recruited 24 participants (12 male, 12 female) with a mean age of 34.2 years ($SD = 9.6$ years, $min = 23$, $max = 58$) years via social media and personal contacts. Of these, two self-assessed their English level as B1, ten as B2, seven as C1, and five as C2 on the European Reference Scale CEFR®. Twenty-one were native speakers of German, one of Russian and Ukrainian, one of Slovakian, and one was a native speaker of Telugu. Fifteen participants had experience with reading on tablets, but only three reported that they read digital books for language learning.

5 RESULTS

This section reports observed user interaction patterns, perceived reading flow, and usability with the different visualisation concepts. We complement the analysis with qualitative statements gathered in the final questionnaire. If not mentioned otherwise, we applied Repeated-Measures ANOVAs to compare measures for the four design concepts. We added a Greenhouse-Geisser correction whenever the assumption of sphericity was violated. We adjusted $p$-values of post-hoc tests with Holm correction and added Cohen’s $d$ for effect sizes. In addition, we include a Bayesian ANOVA for the reading flow scores because this also allows us to estimate the probability of there being no difference between conditions [44].
We report Bayes factors indicating the likelihood ratio of the null and alternative hypothesis.

5.1 User Interaction and Reading Behaviour
From the Maze data export, we extracted the exact timing for all interface states and user interaction such as taps on words. Table 1 lists the average values of the recorded interaction measures. There were significant differences in the total reading time per condition ($F(2.187) = 3.690$, $p < 0.05$). Specifically, the time increased from Level 0 to Level 3; the reading time for Translation Only was significantly lower than for Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays ($t = 3.15$, $p < 0.05$, $d = 0.61$). Users frequently used both the grammar and the translation modes. The translation tended to be active for a larger share of the time than the grammar mode. The number of switches was highest in the Highlights condition, and lowest for Translation Only, where only the translation mode could be toggled on and off. On average, participants looked up the translations of 10 to 11 words or expressions across all designs and 4.5 to 6.5 grammar explanations, either as small contextual pop-ups or detailed overlays (in the two designs where this was possible). We asked participants what they focused on most while reading: vocabulary, grammar, or text comprehension (free text, multiple mentions possible). Only five participants said that grammar was their main focus, 13 listed vocabulary, and 15 text comprehension. Across all designs, the average correctness rate of the text comprehension questions ranged from 75% to 87.5% per test, which indicates that there were no major issues with the difficulty level of the text.

5.2 Reading Flow
We separately analysed the global flow and the subscales absorption and processing of the Reading Flow Short Scale [41] (cf. Figure 4). All average scores were better than the neutral value 4, with a tendency for better flow in the Translation Only condition. Table 2 shows that there were no significant differences in reading flow between the different designs. Conversely, a Bayesian ANOVA suggests that the null hypothesis (no difference) is substantially more likely than alternative hypothesis for global flow and absorption. For processing, there is an anecdotal tendency towards the alternative hypothesis. A Bayesian post-hoc test shows substantial evidence for higher processing in the Translation Only ($M = 4.9$, $SD = 0.92$) mode compared to the condition Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays ($M = 4.4$, $SD = 0.96$, $BF_{10} = 6.53$). For all other post-hoc tests, the null hypothesis is more likely, i.e. the Bayes factors are $< 1$.

5.3 Usability
There were significant differences between the System Usability Scale values of the four designs ($F(3) = 6.344$, $p < 0.001$). Post-hoc tests revealed that Translation Only ($M = 90.3$, $SD = 8.9$) was significantly more usable than Highlights ($M = 80.0$, $SD = 11.7$; $t = 3.952$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 0.951$) and Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays ($M = 82.4$, $SD = 12.6$; $t = 3.034$, $p < 0.05$, $d = 0.730$). Highlights & Pop-ups ($M = 87.2$, $SD = 9.7$) was considered more usable than Highlights ($t = 2.755$, $p < 0.05$, $d = 0.663$).

After using all four designs the participants rated how useful they were on a scale from 1 to 5 (cf. Figure 6, higher scores are better).

According to a Friedman test, there were significant differences between the conditions ($\chi^2(3) = 13.2$, $p < 0.01$). Holm-corrected Conover post-hoc tests showed that Highlights ($MD = 3$) were seen as significantly less useful than Highlights & Pop-ups ($MD = 4$; $t = 2.746$, $p < 0.05$) and Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays ($MD = 4$; $t = 2.684$, $p < 0.05$).

5.4 Qualitative Feature Evaluation
We also asked two open-ended questions to further assess the quality of the overall concept. Here, we split participant statements by topic and clustered the partial statements$^9$. For the first question, “What did you like about the prototype”, the most frequent comment was that the system was easy to use (ten participants). Nine participants said that they liked the grammar feature, and another nine the translation feature. For example, P24 wrote “Great features! Every reading app should have both translation and grammar (tenses)”. Six participants positively commented on the design, e.g. P19: “The colouring of the different past tenses was very clear”. Four participants explicitly stated that they felt (almost) no impact on their reading flow, e.g. P1: “The coloured highlights did not affect the reading flow”. Finally, P15 and P19 found it important that the reading and grammar support can be switched on and off.

Fifteen participants responded the second question: “What would you change?”. They proposed a number of changes to the design or interaction methods. For example, four participants suggested a higher number of clickable words, e.g. P24: “[...] all words can be translated, or entire sentences”. Three participants would like to activate the grammar and translation modes simultaneously. The interaction could be simplified, e.g. P20: “for the translation: that it disappears automatically after a short time” or adjusted based on the reader’s learning progress and language level, e.g. P10: “popup of new learning contents, for example, and later only highlights”. P7 said that switching to the grammar mode made them lose focus on the content and recommended moving the information to a sidebar.

Three participants hinted that they had issues with finding the buttons for opening the overlays in Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays. Finally, additional feature ideas were pronunciation support (P22), tests or exercises (P24), and the possibility to add notes (P5). There were no comments on the content of the grammar explanations.

6 DISCUSSION
Reading for language learning demands a balance between text comprehension, enjoyment, and attention to language. The analysis of user interaction, reading flow, and the participants’ opinions show that interactive grammar visualisations can support learners during reading. However, they need to be usable, provide sufficient information, and should not disrupt the reading flow. We discuss these aspects on the basis of our design concepts.

6.1 Reading Flow, Reader Focus, and Interaction
The Reading Flow Short Scale and the participant statements indicate that the addition of grammar support did not significantly impact reading flow. Notably, there were no significant differences for the global reading flow, absorption, and processing. The Bayesian

$^9$Participant statements were translated to English
Table 1: Average value and standard deviation of user interaction measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Translation Only</th>
<th>Highlights</th>
<th>Highlights &amp; Pop-ups</th>
<th>Highlights, Pop-ups &amp; Overlays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reading time (m:ss)</td>
<td>5:49</td>
<td>2:32</td>
<td>6:24</td>
<td>2:17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time share translation mode</td>
<td>87.3%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td>33.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time share grammar mode</td>
<td>46.9%</td>
<td>33.6%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>33.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mode switches</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translation Tooltip</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Grammar Popup</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar Overlay</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Reading Flow Short Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Frequentist ANOVA</th>
<th>Bayesian ANOVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F(2.0) = 1.57, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$BF_{01} = 3.26$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Flow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td>$F(2.0) = 1.02, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$BF_{01} = 5.98$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>$F(2.1) = 2.82, p &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>$BF_{01} = 0.81$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4: Reading Flow Short Scale](image)

Analysis only provided substantial evidence in favour of lower processing for *Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays* than for *Translation Only*. This is not surprising because the big overlay in *Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays* covered a large part of the text, which means that readers need to search for the position where they left off. Overall, the median reading flow was slightly lower than in a 20-minute reading scenario investigated by Thissen et al. [41], where participants read a novel of their choice. The qualitative statements confirm the findings from the RFSS: four participants explicitly mentioned that their reading flow was not significantly interrupted and only one participant suggested improving reading focus, specifically, with a side-by-side mode. Similar ideas have already been explored in interruption research. For example, leaving a part of the primary task window (here, the text) visible can speed up task resumption (here, continuing to read) [17]. If designs do include an overlay that hides the text, indicators that guide readers back to the last position could also decrease disruptions [25].

Overall, participants in our user study showed active engagement with the grammar and translation support: One of the two modes was almost always switched on, and the participants frequently tapped on words to reveal grammar hints and translations.
Thirteen individual participants explicitly mentioned the translation and/or grammar mode when they described what they liked about the system. Despite the fact that the main focus of the study was grammar, participants tended to focus more on translation and text comprehension than on grammar. This was apparent in their own statements but also the tendency for a larger time share spent in the translation mode than in the grammar mode and more words clicked in the translation mode. In addition, the number of consulted translations did not decrease with increasing levels of grammar support. It is possible that the participants were more familiar with translations or found them to be more immediately important for text comprehension. More importantly though, it indicates a need for additional motivation to also consider grammar, especially in an intensive reading context. However, it is not evident how the readers’ attention can be actively directed towards grammar without compromising reading flow.

6.2 Balancing Information Load, Usefulness, and Usability

The perceived flow, usability, and usefulness indicate a trade-off between the reading task and the amount of information presented through the translation and grammar features. While additional features provide support for learning, they can also distract readers and decrease their focus and flow. Specifically, the order of Highlights and Highlights & Pop-ups is reversed for usability and reading flow, with higher usability and lower reading flow for Highlights & Pop-ups. Moreover, perceived usefulness was higher for the two conditions that included grammar explanations (Highlights & Pop-ups and Highlights, Pop-ups & Overlays) than those that provided no grammar support or static grammar highlights only (Translation Only and Highlights). Hence, it is important that readers can activate and deactivate potentially disrupting elements of the interface. For example, they could activate higher support levels for intensive reading sessions and less support for extensive reading.

6.3 The Users’ Perspective for Future Applications

Combining our work with prior research on the design and computational linguistics informs the design of comprehensive grammar augmentations in digital reading. Notably, grammar classification methods as proposed by Zilio and Fainon [47], Meurers et al. [27], and Reynolds et al. [34] contribute the foundations for making grammar support scalable. Draxler et al. [11], on the other hand, introduce design recommendations that we extend and refine in our study by additionally considering the reading flow and its interplay with usefulness and usability. Thus, we provide a basis for future developments, such as adaptations based on a reader’s focus and goals. Similarly, our participants suggested adaptations based on the language level. This is also a frequently and successfully applied practice in other language learning environments [32].

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

The chosen grammatical structure and type of text may have influenced the results. However, the large effect sizes observed for the differences in usability indicate that the identified trends are likely to replicate with additional longer or more frequent reading sessions. In addition, the current study did not compare learning with the different visualisation concepts. This was the case because we prioritised the comparison of reading flow effects within subjects, while a between-groups design would have been preferred for isolating learning benefits on a specific grammar topic. From a technical perspective, the implementation with Figma and Maze was helpful for composing the study setup including questionnaires. However, the possibilities for interaction tracking were very limited and required substantial preprocessing. For evaluating future prototypes, we recommend platforms that are easy to extend with custom logging commands. As a next step, the designs could be combined with natural language processing for identifying grammar constructs that can be highlighted and explained. For example, the detection methods developed by Meurers et al. [27] and Zilio
and Fairon [47] could be integrated into our design. Moreover, the reading could be complemented with text-based auto-generated exercises [6] to consolidate the acquired knowledge.

7 CONCLUSION

Vocabulary aids are already common practice in digital reading, especially for language learners. It is only a matter of time until grammar support will also be widely available, given the fast development of multi-lingual natural language processing for identifying grammatical structures in any digital text. With our paper, we contribute an essential building block from a users’ perspective: our study showed the impact of grammar aids on the reading process of language learners. This is an important determinant of an enjoyable reading experience, and in the long run, for continued motivation to read. Specifically, we highlight the need for adaptive, non-disruptive interfaces that provide targeted information without overwhelming learners. We show that grammar information is considered useful, and that readers can maintain reading flow when the information is well-integrated into the reading interface.
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